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This thesis is to study the metaphyshcial power of ground earth, to redefine HUMAN-GROUND 
relationship from the thinking in Architecture and Dance. 
THESIS SHT£M£NT 
-J-
to draw human beings to the nearest contact to the earth i.e. everybody come here to 
lay down with the appreciation of sky & self.. Architecture is then recessed 
OESiCN SCRIPT 
^ ^ 
- 4 _ 
• * • 、 - - _.‘. 丨— 
* > 
As the technology advances, buildings are 
competing higher and higher, multiplying the plan 
indefinitely to fulfill human needs. However, height 
gradually loses it hierarchical power and orientation 
power. There has been a lot of discussion in dance 
about defining, exploring, retreating the thresholds 
between human and ground earth and 
transcendence of boundary. The research start with 
these discussions, try to draw ideas, compare and 
apply it into architecture. 
SKY > 
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GROUND M RESEARCH INCINTIVIS 
Our 1st time to move most properly not 
occur on GROUND, but in Foetus. It seems 
that it is a basic instinct to move our body 
according to music, rythum & beats. You 
- can actually contact dance wherever you 
want. May be as an audience in theatre 
with well-prepared mood, or happen in an 
unexpected place, or even in your MIND 
Human Body is the orginal model for 
measuring and planning the dimension and 
volumes it inhabits. - But it moves, and 
building don't. 
Movement is the ART OF BECOMING. But 
the process of becoming is a constantly 
shifting experience. The notion of 
movement, of dance is that there is a 
moving towards something, a something 
that is fixed. And yet this movement, this 
system of gestures, this dance keeps 
discovering that there is no something, that 
the something is not fixed, but keeps 
changing. 
by Glpin, Aberrati 
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1. Interpretation in Dance 
- t o analysis how the relation between ground and 
human bodies is treated differently in Folk Dance, 
Ballet and Modern Dance; 
- t o study what other treatments can influence us to 
s ee the boundary e.g s tage set & lighting; 
2. Interpretation in Architecture 
- t o study how the ground and human is treated in 
architecture; 
-architectural theory to support the statement; 
- t o study the transformation of the ground; 
- t o study how the surface is interpreted in 
architecture; 
3. Program Study 
-script: to draw human beings to the nearest 
contact to the earth with the appreciation of sky & 
self. Architecture is then recessed. 
-spatial requirement 
-precident study 
4. Site Study 
- s e t up the selection criteria of site 
-analysis of Pok Fu Lam, Lantau Island (Tai O) & 
TST East CBD 
S, � 
� 1 
5. Design Process 
- R e s e a r c h Summary leading to design 
- 4 principles in Design Methodology 
-des ign schematic 
-des ign development 
-specia l study 
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[ 召 I How the ground is treated in dance? 
I I Ground is the most fundamental element in 
E I the dance. No matter it is on stage or soical 
I I gathering, It opens the horizon for human to 
� . � . I • , . 
I I move, which is not restricted by the place it 
I I locates. 
I t ^ ^ ^ P f l 
f h I Among the choreographers and artists 
I I around the world and in different s team of 
丨 I dancing, they always ask the s ame 
I" 
I I question - How to break the boundary of the 
j. I ground which is given to them as grant? 
I H They try different ways of expression, no 
I I matter using sets, props, or the dancers 
I I themselves. Dance has challenged the rule 
I • of verticality and found ways of transmitting 
i I its energies through and below the 
I • boundary of ground upon which much of its 
I I works figured. 
^ H i INTERPRETATION IN DANCE 
-0- — ^^^m^^mmi 
Vocabulary describing dance movement 
[force� 
support, tension, contraction, release, weight, 
lightness, weightlessness, fall, rebound 
[motion] 
fluidity, rhythm, pause，energy, flight, freeze, 
penetration, dynamics, 
• " % 
[direction] 
off-balance, asymmetry, extension, 
interdependency, verticality, horzontality, 
orientation, disorientation, enstellation, 
——— distortion； dislocation, disequilibrium, 
n - : J«U.K IWMMU »AS tares mxss: u»aua«aM»> m k Aanrsi^ wuiiJBai ,, ^wsj,.. .V^ .-JJ. •, ： i i -nifwv . . . w r ^ r r c . r T ^ n ^ f - p n e n M f w n r v c * r -.,、广「 . 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [dimension] 
i f f l l P ^ l ^ ^ ^ t i p i c i t ^ time, counterpart, 
吵 ^ d a ^ g r o ^ d . t w i ^ c r o s s o v ^ 
k ； 餐 o ^ s c l r a t j ^ r a s f S , distraction, 
ground and folk 
It is a ritual topic when mentioning the ground 
and folk dance. The most earliest 2 kinds of 
a-rts in human civilization are dari"ce-and 
architecture. The former one shows one's 
appreciation ot God and communicates among 
human, while the latter, on one hand solves the 
living problem and on the other hand shows the , 
achievement of God and human together as 
well. Dance can be stern and tight but at the 
same time relax, dance can lead human into 
concentration but at the same time endless 
happiness; for those the only difference is 
dance for God or dance for us only. The 
Traditional Folk Dance, no matter chinese or 
western, is always greatly influenced by the 
topography ·they are living in. _ 
For those in mountainous region e.g. Ireland, 
south Austria, their dance is more elevated 
and skippy, 
For those in plateau region e.g. USSR, their 
movement is broad and expansive with 
flowing quality and emphasis into the 
ground. 
_ J [ 
睡 
ground and ba,,et I 1 M _ 
Performance in Classic Ballet usually ^ ^ ^ 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ 4 
emphasize on the uprightness, elegance 
and stern of the body. They treate the 1 8 ¾ ^ ¾ ^ J | 
ground as a term of reference to » ； 
transport their body up in the air, like a bird 咖隱一_箭,rm-，麵舊酬_鹏 I H i i 枓 鬌 " ： ^ 彳 1 镧 
B B ^ B S H I B H l ^ H I ' ^ ^ H I 
to create nice and beautiful posture. In the 
transfiguration of classical ballet, a 
breakthrough appeared on the combination 邏 
•喊：仏；:漏 
of pattern and smooth rhythm, step away B B B W i P i l l i B i r .il/Him n B B B l ^ H ' ^ n - ¾ ¾ f l(k 邏 
from elegant and stern, with learn from B M B M H I f f ^ W S f e t ^ B I ^ ^ I I B 丄 S I I ^ H 
modern pop music, allowing new storys and ‘ “ ~ — — — ~ ^ ^ 
dailylife come into stage, choreographing 
from the modern point of view. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ B H H K f f l ： ^mm l l l l l l BfllLIT - »NTEBP«EyAT10N IN DANCE H H H H i flH i i i l J I ^ ^ H - - , - •‘ - - n - - '•‘ . . . . . .-: . . , ,� 
^JML! j 
• . B In the demonstration of this few shots by 
j ^ H H u H B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 严 二 “ R u s s i a bomed Mikhaii Baryshnikov, a 
B B P ^ ^ m m i M l J I ^ ^ ^ K i l S l l significant figure in Ballet in the 21 century, 
: .. •. • , — 翁 纖 S _ we can analyize it into 4 main elements, 
M B m r r g r a r 8 8 " ^ 7 ^ ! which is JUMP, SUSPENSION, FALL and 
R E B 0 U N D . 
Jump 
-moment where all energy transfer to body 
Suspension 
H H B H H T M B k J H H ^ i - a s a state of transition 
- . . . . :.:•..」.,.••:....」 广•• 
.:,‘“.一：‘…一—一 MiliMMMBHBaiiiaiirtMiiiMi-fiimaiinrt Fall 
H j U f j l p i U I I P ) ^ m B P B H i ^ W ^ ^ i M I • w i t h accelerated speed as it follows with 
H K ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ h I gravitational pull 
Rebound 
B f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B - At this moment, the body to 
^ H B — h J M B L j W W I B To maximize the path it takes, dancer will 
i M M i w S S M m m ^ m m m m i m � v e jn spatially diagonal way. 
態 ： 編 ： 仏 石 . : 丄 : : 二 … ： 义 二 一 INTEBPBETATlOHIHOANCt- BftLLU 
^^l^m R^ HBHB 
j ' I w ^ n ^ ^ : f i 
— V^^H H h m 
From the birth of modern dance, ground 
become not as tools only, ^ V P m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H i ^ B 
choreographers and dancers prevceived ^ B I ^ l ^ r ^ i i S ^ B ^ I 
the earth and themselves as integral, I _ 
trying to be harmonous with the ground. 
Sometimes release their erotic energy ^^HJ^hH^HH^M^I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ } 
through frequent ripple rebound with the 
They use meditation to center the body and S l B ^ B l F S i r f l l V S 
the mind. The works suggest that this is not J M p ^ ^ K p ^ ^ H ^ H j 
to be seen as a dance with meaning, but ^ ^ ,i：f^ H j I I 
one with a purpose: to take the audience on j | 
a pilgrimage of the spirit, a pilgrimage that _ —— . / � ：二二 i i I 
could very well begin where the spiral ends. 
The slow and sparse movement of the 
Wanderers suggest a pruposeful asceticism 
as well as a from of directed meditation. ) ^ n ^ R ^ H H P ^ ^ & t ^ ; ) ] 
MODiBN - b b m j m h h i h h h 
Songs of the Wanderers begins with the 
figure of a monk, his head shaved, hands 
clasped in prayer, standing motionless at 
the side of the stage. A thin steam of rice, 
originating from high above, pours quietly 
down onto the monk's .. head, flowing into a 
mound at his feet. He will remain in this 
position for the entire dance, the grains of 
rice gradually piling higher around him, 
creating an image that the. choreographer 
likens to 'sand passing through an hour-
glass'. The journey toward peace is thus 
marked as a journey through the cycle of 
time ... and beyond.the cycle of time ... to a 
moment at which all moments and all things 
are one. 
IN RPR TAT ON N A CE-
！ 
Martha Gjraham is another significant 
figure in modern to^T^e opened the ’11"""'^  J T S Z ^ ^ 
horizontal toward the earth beneath, b o d i e s � � ^ \ ^ ^ 
could barely get up from the floor, from ,./ j 
where the most dynamic movements would 丨’ / 
arise, a s though only when the body were \ s 
no longer upright couldjt discover the j/ j ? ： / ' J ^ ^ i i r ^ : 
earthly energies of p — � 一 � 
Refering to the performance in the video, ；j . � � 
s ‘ y 
% j ！1 ^ 
which is chereographed by Martha Graham —,,,,,,, 
j at her 90 ages | It sumnlerized all her j / ^ ^ 
experience and interpretation towards j 111111 ‘ 
ground. Here s l f m n ^ l ^ T t h e important � 
j features whicJcan dire^  us to think more ( 丨 
about the ground. / 
‘ … 一 广 廿 - . 审 
/ ！ „ z' “"―“ n ， — 
The platforrp suspend in the middle of s tage 
represent the new datum. Dancers used r � 
this means from time to time to the 
u ‘ \ I ^ 11 / 1 
exchange of original datum and new datum. i \ 
Dancers can SIT on the new datum a n d ^ - 秦/ i 
perform the fall and rebo J n ^ O n the other ‘ • 1 ^ ^ 1 ½ 
hands, male dancer beco ne the s^ppo^of Jf r M|1 ^ / , , - -
the female dancer which also give the new / J , 
datum to her. ! \ f \ “ � A . . � M O D I l i N - iNTiBPRETATiONlNOANGE L - ‘ 工^：.叙.：-.k:. . 
一 I v 
� . r • � •• , . Some modern thinking try to break this boundary and 
Ttrad丨t丨onal dance usually move m an clearly t r j e d t o m o v e o u r bod； i n y a n disorder way. Head, arm, 
shoulder, leg, knee move according to improvision but 
not ordered treatment. 
• '� I； . I „ . 
i ； % f • 
I INTERPRETATION IN OANCE-COMPARISON 
• w 
P l i 
a new ground - stage sets 
Use of stage set to reinterpret the relation between 
the dancers and the ground is commonly used. As 
stage set is portable, different setting can apply to 
different theme of dance. The physical ground is still 
unchanged, what ha schanged is the the mind of 
preception of audience. 
Reflection of the ground through the mirror. The real 
and virtual body in the virtual setting form another 
understanding of the boundary. 
COMPMISON • iNTIBPBETATIOHIWOflMCE 
： 編 病 iff • _ g R H 
Metapolis Project 972 by Frederic 
It is a co-operation project by a 
choreographer Frederic Flamand and 
architect Zaha Hadid. Choreographer drew 
insight from the setting designed by | S ^ f e i 
architect while architect drew insight from ^ 
the them of choreographer. The movement M t A 
of the dancers evolve alongside the H f l 
development of the architectural space, 
rather than the dancers being obliged to 
move around a fixed stage set. The 
dancer 's movement shaping space and the 
architect's space shaping movement. . 
by zaha hadid 
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‘ . • . •• • . • * • 
breaking the boundary 
Boundary implies something that indicates or 
fixes a limit or extent, which is not limited to 
physical condition. What we have seen in the 
virtualworld is extended to our real world. 
� . - ’ . . … • • •• 
Xing Liang, the choreographer of GuongDong 
Dance Company said that boundary of our body 
is extended through the way of seeing, way 
* 着 
of touching and way of expression 
through the heart. There is no need to use 
objects, people to occupy the whole space and 
give you a sense of fulliness. One dance can 
also move through the whole space to give this 
sense of fulliness. 
、 ， 
L IMTEBPRETATION IN DANCE • BOUNDARY 
Lighting to give new dimension of ground 
I H m H P The performance from Netherlands Dance 
‘ ‘ T h e a t r e (NDT) play the ground with lighting. 
There is no special treatment on the 
d O M ground, but rather, 2 highly concentrated 
directional spot lighting is casted on the 
ground. The shifted location of the lighting 
give us illusion of 2 different datum 
Invisible boundary is formed at the edge of 
the lighting, althought there is no any 
H K P B P W obstracle between them. The 
n W f movement of dancers tried to visualize this 
invisible boundary in front of the audience, 
. a l t h o u g h t h i s b o u n d a r y h a s "ever 
B M ^ M i i i l l M f l i l i l i m e n t i o n e d o r built on stage. 
LIGHTING - INT£«P»ETAT!ON IN DANCE 
" ^ ^ l O - 1 1 ’ 1 I ““ - i 
H H i l r — 一  〜f%： 
I ‘ 
：？編¢:.. 『 粑 一 ‘ . . . . . 囊 . , ： ： . 為 : ： . . . "H^ Mib ^ 
..... :|| 
D a n c e t r a c e s in moving through space, carving a path, flow of changing shpaes, which 
become words of the language of movement. ij 
\ 1 . I 
Architecture traces in an abstract scaffolding that maintains form in its proper place but 
disappears as a presence in construction. 
by Sarah C. Bornstein 
^HHBBBy^®^1: :...::: .� .1 ： ； , ： ； , ' . ； ： ^ ^ . -5"' •1 . ^ t-1-.： --¾¾¾••‘ • j i f d j] 
1 J i - • .. • • ' m ' - . j i ^ B H P - . . ， • . . II 
. . . , / . . . •；,-：• J 
This is an experiement I carried out to trace the movement of dance pattern, to record the particular 
moment in space. It is one of the method used by the dancing master in 19th century in the west to record 
the danc e before the video is used. I reused this method again a s I found that this method gives another 
dimension to us, to the cherographer., just like a series of photo collaging together. From the trace of 
footprint, the direction of motion, pattern, frequency, force in pressing the ground, coordination between 
foot, body and limbs can be retreived and form the memory of the 
INTERPRETATION IN DANCE TRACE 
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、、： William Forsythe request dancers to 
represent loss and capture the absent 
presence. 
He give suggestion of movement taking 
临 over the orginator of movement. i.e. the 
縫 dancers and the set. 
TRACE - INTiRPRITATIONINOANCE 
How the ground is treated in architecture 
Ground is；the lowest part, the sur face that 在 H 
v ：衫’. y ‘ 
imits thedbwnward extent of something. It 多 ！ • ''yC 
s also th^ surface on which man s tands, . ；^  
[noves| arTd dwells and on which objects 錄 | 
I • ： ^¾. :¾； . 5 
haturally^rest. It is the earth a s contrasted 
I I 出 ^ ^ ‘ 
k h the air. 汸 跬 戈 
j _ 生 PR 塞丨 • 
w l h _
 3 2 口 ： 截 I 
丨考 ‘ 
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I In architecture, ground is the fundamenta l 
1 “ “ ^―•• . i 
I abso lu te datum to which separat ing the -^  ¾ 1 1 
% _ I 
I； . _ 
I maximum usable floor area = 100% ground ； ^ ^ ^ ] 
I floor area and strack I 
i 孀 : 1 1 1 ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ 厂 : : 丨 , , , 
in tne age ot horizontaiization — 
i , 
Metaphorical value of height has survived consecutive paradigm shifts throughout the history of architecture. 
Whether the classical, the modern or the postmodern, architecture served the metaphysics of verticalism, 
looking up to architecture has meant in some way a moral uplifting to higher v a l u e s ' — * 
Apart from multiplying the ground plan, height used to be a sign of transcendence. Now we are entering an 
I age in which height can no longer rely on its hierarchical meaning. An architectural construction goes up, while we stay down to earth, in an ongoing emphasis on the relativity of all moral constructs. 
What does elevation mean in an age of horizontaiization of world views? The vertical, according to Aristotle, 
was the meeting of a human being with his/ her shadow. This lies at the root of an idealistic paradigm, in 
which there is a basic difference between the real and the unreal. But if this paradigm crumbles, we still have 
elevation. We still have angles of 90 degrees, but they lose their metaphysical power. 
！ 
So the question is whether architecture as a cultural medium can survive the loss of top-down power system 
justification. The answer lies in approaching its meaning in another dimension than the one of construction. 
This could mean the ultimate detachment of architecture as pure environment. If there is no moral superiority 
to be found on the 40 floors anymore, there is still experience possible there. Perhaps one thing should be 
fully considered now: it is no longer lonely at the topc;nm 
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base, plinth, foundation, substratum, 
earth, pavement, floor, paving, flag, 
deck, bed，substructure, 
infrastructure, footing, groundwork, 
foot, sole, toe，root, keel, dado, 
support, terra firma，fulcrum, j 
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^ INTERPRETATION IN ARCHITECTURE -DEFINITION 
•‘ - — ^lXJ" 
In classical Architecture, the human body serves a s 
part of a myth of origin through its use a s a figural 
and proportional model for projection into plan 
organization, facade, and detail. The body 
metonymically represents nature in general, and 
sky, earth and human x 
nature elegant way of organizing complex 
fu 门 ctions. 
Architecture is a direct expression of existence, of 
human presence in the world. It is largely based on � A1 � . … , . , A � .A . 、 , . 」 ， 
Since the demise of the classical tradition, Vidler 
a language of the body of which neither the creator of , A L , 
observes a steady retreat of the body from the 
the work nor the person experiencing it is aware. , . , 1A . , , p 
building. The process, which results in he loss of 
the body a s an authoritative foundation for 
The body and nature, two organic system, both , ., , , , ^ . . 
architecture, is marked by 3 increasingly abstract 
existed in an antagonistic relationship to modernism. , , , . , 
scenarios of bodily projection. 
Among modernists, Le Corbusier was almost alone in 
pursuing a human ased proportional system, the ^ A1_ . . : � . 
1. the building is a body; 
Modulor. The relationship between the body and ^ , ,. r 
2. the building represents or mbodies states of 
architecture was for the most part neglected by . . , . 
body or mind; 
functinoalist architects except in the pragmatic ^ , . ., 
3. the environment has bodily or organic attributes; 
accommodation of human form in shelter. Another 
postmodern route to a revitalized architecture thus , . , . , 
It is an obvious turn away from figuration and towards 
converges on the human body a s the site of , , , . , 
an agenda of abstraction, which was influenced by 
architecture. t h e industrialization of buildng. 
by Anthony Vidler 
THEORY - 1NT£RPRITAT10N IN ARCHITICTORE 
— - i f / -
Heidegger's thingking on architecture 
The purpose of architecture as he stated is to 
provide an existential foothold one which 
provides orientataion in space and identificaiton Earth is the building bearer, nourishing with its 
with the specific character of a place, existential fruits, tending water and rock, plant and animal, 
foothold suggests that the environment is The sky is the sun's path, the course of the moon, 
experienced as meaningful. He demonstrates an the glitter of the stars, the year 's seasons, the 
understanding of the significance of difference in light and dusk of day, the gloom and glow of 
the production of meaning a boundary may also night 
be understood as a threshold as an embodiment The divinities are the beckoning messengers of 
of a difference. the godhead. Out of the hidden sway of the 
divinities the good emerges as what he is, which 
We call this ground the earth. Earth is that when removes him from any comparison with beings 
the rising brigns back and shelters everything that re present. 
that arises without violation. Earth is present as The mortals are human beings. They are called 
the sheltering agent. The temple-work, standing mortals because they can die. To die means to be 
there, open up a world and at the same time set capable of death as death, 
this world back again on earth, which itself only 
emerges as native ground. The buildings bring the earth as the inhabited 
-1 
landscape close to man and at the same time 
place the nearness of neighbourly dwelling under 
the expanse of the sky. 
It is a landscape where human life takes place, a 
lived space betwen earth and sky. 
by Martin Heidegger 
^ INTERPRETATION IN ARCHITECTURE -TH10BY 
— — ^Zo-… 
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It would be an indeterminate architecture in 
which the surfaces themselves would 
ceaselessly reconfigure, even the floor 
offering differential resistance and support 
impelling the dancers to continual 
recalibration and requalificaitno of 
movement strategy. 
by William Forsythe 
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SIIBHIOi TUflNSFOBM • INIIBPNETJIIION IN MGHANOTURE 
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When a surface is perpendicular to 
the ground, human is then at 90 
degree with it. Once the surface get 
tilted, human bodies will be off-
balance to the surface which •丨、 
^ ^ , maintain the orginial relation with ^ ^ ^ 11 ' 
^ INTlSPRETATaON IH ABCHITECTUBE -SUBFflCI TRANSFORM 
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surface which act both as roof & ground ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a j g t f f l p ^ F ' ^ 
surface which dose to the earth 
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而 h ？ng s 加 
m a nk e c a rf u s 
I 
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v m H ' f 
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Wi j can be treated as just a link between floor. Like 
i ^ H K / 觀 翻he ‘86" Vi"a Say0ge" 
幌 • i r t i r t l r ; 
§ f k t * m w 1 —Or more, it can also be treated as a surface which as a 
' ! : | i W p T ^ f j i W 一‘ intergral part of different space. 
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SPATIAL CONNECTOR • INTERPBETATION IN ARCHITECTURE 
— — — — — — -JI - — 
El Croquis Head Office, Madrid, Spain - Richard Levene & Fernando / 
This is a project where architect chose to minimise the constructed volume / 
above ground level, interpreting the plane of the land with a geometry that ^ ^ , - > , i 
would generate inhabitable spaces underneath while reducing the impact of , , 
the construction. � \ 
The 2 containers sank into the ground, displacing the soil and slowly rust. , 'h : \ 
The 2 emerging prisms ultimately give a sort of flat sloping roof resting on a ^ S ^ V i / S k S M S P 
— S . 
INT1RPRETAI10N IN ARCHI l f： ,：^ ^ ^ ' ^ U r t l i i 
Mid-Level escalator in Central provides a 
good exampl~~l ~.ow !h~ tOP99~~phy a_nd 
c~n.nec~or (es~~~ator) deter"!ines ~he habit 
of movement of human. Every day from 
1 0:00am to 10:30am, the direction of 
escalator will change from downward to 
upward and residents there get used to wait 
and accumulate at the mouth of escalator 
waiting for that moment. 
- INTERPROAT ON IN ARCHITECrURE 
i l l 
10-17AM 10:22AM 10:24AM 
10:28AM 10:29AM 10:30AM 
INTERPRETATION IN ARCHITECTURE • ENERGY ^ ^ 
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SCRIPT 
to draw human beings to the nearest contact to the earth i.e. everybody come here to 
lay down with the appreciation of sky & self.. Architecture is then recessed 
Spatial 
Requirement Activities Quality 
Promenade wandering ^ ^ quiet 
mini open t h e a t r e ^ ^ ^ y ^ y ^ f lying V V ^ S M ^ s a c r e ^ 
Therapy Pavilion ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ exercising QX�i1ed 
Hostel ^ ^ ^ ^ o b s e r v i n g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c a l m 
water Garden performing hot 
underground poo! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ discussing cool 
Mediating p l a t f o r m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ swimming - ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h a r d 
changing room ； ^ ^ ^ s l e e p i n g 二 ^ 
Individual spa l i s tening r enclosed 
Public spa living explored 
“""""^^ meditating ^ ^ 
[{ * • - • . / 
IPllillli - ？mmm i . . . . “ ‘ • ' . . . j 
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产 Bi-functional Programme 
9 0 8 i j n s D U U B I P 9 L U Day time: therapeutic rehabilitation 
Night time: observation 
A / 1 S 
Lie down Surface 
3 1 (for relaxation, rehabilitation, 
C performance, observation at night) 
Sg - Max 1: 12 slope, different 
^ inclination 
^ - PLANK at major material 
-artificial VS natural landscape 
G R O U N D -BarrierFree 
m e d i a t i n g s u r f a c e sbpaathp��丨�1 large2smal l ) 
OJ 彐— -changing room 
^ « CO 3 O) 03 - s h o w e r a r e a 
3 To O S. I 
s . “1 ^J} ~ ^ , Therapy pavilion 
I ' 3 一 - vault (2 units) 
-underground channel, node 
-exerc i se zone 
fel 1 1 1 Hostel units 
: = n a r e a . � 
Supporting Facilities 
: ^ ° 5 ¾ 1 ： ;'“’� housing ke印ing closet, 
S t a f f A d m i n i s t r a t i o n storage 
S u p p o r t i n g F a c i l i t i e s 
_ PROGRAM - SCHEDULE OF ACGOMMODflTlON 
II � -
I) Definition 
|! The psychotherapeutic use of movement as a process which furthers the 
I emotional, cognitive and physical integration of an individual. ： _ 
I The dance/movement therapist focuses on expressive, adaptive, and “ 一 , ‘ 
communicative behaviors as manifested by the client's muscle tension, :::.: 
• breathing, posture, movement dynamics, and interactions. 
- o b s e r v e as communication among body & mind, through the 
development of movement to understand more about oneself 
- result is bring in change 
- w i t h o u t skillful movement, natural movement of body and ACCEPT 
one ' s body; 
E.G. 魔 
- m o v e body downward, to feel the redistribution of body weight and � % , � ^ 3 
body within the space, feel the movement, explore the boundary of 
body within the space, to understand the changes; ； 
- m o v e the hip, a lady suddenly smile and said she like to move hip 
she remember his post-boyfriend like her hip; swing both arms 
upwards and downwards, a lady start to sing [I am a bird} and 
h remember the children she taught in the kindergarten and want to 
I teach again; t i U 益 
dp 
I • .'•”.：： 
[I ....-. 
I . ‘ f p ^ s s l l ^ ^ ^ 
WHAT DO DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPISTS DO? �� 
P Dance/movement therapists work with individuals of all ages, groups and 实 
families in a wide variety of settings. They focus on helping their clients > V 
1 improve self-esteem and body image, develop effective communication ::,‘ . " " ^ f i H i L 
skills and relationships, expand their movement vocabulary, gain insight 、？1¾¾¾^  
into patterns of behavior, as well a s create new options for coping with 
j problems. Movement is the primary medium dance/movement therapists ^ ^ 一 
i use for observation, assessment , research, therapeutic interaction, and 
interventions. Dance/movement therapists work in settings that include s^la. 
丨 psychiatric and rehabilitation facilities, schools, nursing homes, drug — , , . . J 
treatment centers, counseling centers, medical facilities, crisis centers, t: j " m , , � ， 
I a n d wellness and alternative health care centers. Dance/movement 
；therapy can be a powerful tool for stress management and the ；/ 泌 二 j 
prevention of physical and mental health problems. 厂 _ ： 萄 
, 嗜 _ 




The first time using the movement of dance to help people the growth of psychology was applied at the end of 
Second World War. During the WWII, many soldiers in the American Army found they have great psychological 
problem. After WWII, American Government found hard to help those retired soldiers to construct their new life in 
the community as they had to face life and death everyday during the war. A dance teacher in Washington D.C 
called Marian Chace developed her own way of improvisation dance to regulate students emotional expression. 
Later she was invited to Washington D.C. St. Elizabeth Hospital to cure those groups of soldiers and DMT started to 
develop in 1942. " 
Mary Wigman influenced its development. Rudolf ~aban '(1960) influenced through the Effort! Shape system of 
movement analysis and observation. And they"are influenced by Isadora Duncan, the choreographers who followed 
her moved away from formalized convention of ballet toward a modern dance. Martha Grahanf also emphasized on 
the rhythm of breathing. .' 
Europe: Rudolf Laban (1879 1958) Mary Wigman 
Father of modern dance 
America: Isodora Duncan (1878-1927) Ten Shawn Ruth 
Pioneer of modern dance 
Trudi Schoop 
Mary Whitehouse 
Liljan Espenak (DMT)' 
Marain Chace (DMT) 
Early DMT is deeply influenced by the modern dance and so also emphasized on the emotional driven expression 
to help cure. Marain Chace developed into body creativity and human communication fn 60s, KINESICS (body 
as a kind of language) was accepted. -
PROGRAM- M E 
. • — ― ― — ^ B S S S M 丨 - ‘ . ^ ^ - U B B B g ^ — — 
Principles in DMT 
Body - psychology as an integral. ) 
Body actually uncovers the inner-self of human. 
Body - movement reflect the ego 
All the things happen in the movement process actually reflect the one's psycho states. 
Posture, gesture and body movement reveal our feeling of defense, invasion, sex, anxiety etc. , 
(Reich, 1933) 
Therapeutic value of creative art 
Expression of art is the process to transform the hidden context in mind into the expressive ' 
visual content. 
Building up relationship 
Using body to build up the relationship between patients and therapists. Through the 
interactive approach of movement, patients body is unconscious affected by therapists in order 
to achieve change 
Process in DMT 1 I 
It includes 5 phases - Entry, Exploration, Core action, Review, Conclusion 
I — ” : : “ : , 一 ： — . . . \ ) 
Entry: it establishes the preparedness of the client to become acquainted with dance 
as the therapeutic medium, during which time a commitment will develop. 
^ \ 
Exploration: By means of improvisation (deductive approach) or guided movement 
experiments (inductive approach), uncovers the links in the chain of 
circumstances. A wide focus is then narrowed down and centered on the , 
emerging themes. 
Core action: select relevant movement material from the themes, then develop and clarify 
it. Recognition grows of the nature of the patients problem. Aiming at shifting ) 
the body-mind functioning, manifested in changes of posture and manner of 
movement, and in attitudes to everyday life. 
~ I 
Review: a transitional phase where the dance experiences and their relevance to daily 
living are reflected on and refined. 
丨 
Conclusion: Patients have reached a point at which they feel confident of managing their 
lives in a more satisfactory and productive manner, both physically and 
psychically. 
[ . . . . . . . . . . 
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DMT Dance Movement activities 
Definition Exist because of the need of Art as expression, freedom, For health, practical 
patients aesthetics, and experience 
Aim Realistic therapy aiming at Aiming at Creation Aiming at health 
recover 
Skill Therapy is a directional Different streams of skill, e.g. Different activities, e.g. 
means. Through introducing folk, ballet, jazz * Gym, sports games, 
the understanding towards the kungfu 
body and its system 
I 
Theory Apply the theory in psychology History of dance, body Different sports looking at 
e.g. & dance movement, biology of body & the body system and 
muscles, development of usage in different ways, 
different stream of dance 
... ” . - ‘ � i 
y . V 
• PROGRMI" DANCE [MOVEMENT] THERAPY 
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Water as therapy, as discovery, as relax-
ation... 
Water becomes an media for human to explore, discover � - jgM 
the myth of their body and the earth. J^e contact noi t , ' , 
focus on the surface only anymore, but is totally im- " " H j j ? ^ ‘ • ' � ^ ^ ^ 
mersed in the embedment of earth. The duration of ' 
contact is a long time action, flowing in space and 
overcome the natural law-Gravity. 丨 : 一 — 二 
This design process was a playful but patient process of • ^ .. 
exploration independent of r.gid formal models. There … : • : .；' 
r .. , , , . , , . Peter Zumthor - Thermal Vals in Switerzland was a feeling for the mystical nature of a world of stone . 
inside the mountain, for darkness and ight, for the 
1 . -
reflection of light upon water, for the diffusion of light 
through steam-filled air, fro the different sounds that 
water makes in stone surroundings, for warm stone and 
naked skin, for the ritual of bathing. It relies on the mm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt^^mmrn^^^l^M 
silent, primary experiences of bathing, cleansing oneself, ？J]- I ‘ ‘ 
and relaxing in the water; on the body's contact with I . J j ~ 
water at different temperature and in different kinds of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
spaces; on touching stone. 
‘ -
The collected downsteam on one hand leading the 
journey with the visitors, on the other hands, function a s I I 
a primitive element in providing a new dimension of I ' [ j ] 
‘ experience, curina the patients through the natural force. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H l i l l S i l l l i i ^ K i U i j 
^ H HI 
j 
- j f l f r , m , • ‘ J W h e n w e c o m e t o a p , c e a n d , i e d o w n I w e 
k ^ ^ ^ ^ j j ^ ^ J can come to the nearest contact to the earth 
and appreciate the sky. The cosmos is keep 
changing and eternal, while we, the human 
is temporary. We can hardly find a place 
which is specific for observing sky, usually 
- we will come to some rural area and enjoy 
， 
with the nature. This surface provided 
become a means to link between human 
and the universe. 
I .. • 
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時 f a ^ / ^ J A N FEB MAR ； APR MAY JUN JUL AUG S E P OCT NOV f' DEC 
月份I 1 月 2 角 ； 3 月 4 月 5 月 6 月 7 月 8 月 9 月 1 0 月 U 月 丨 1 2 月 徴 
5 e c l i p s e s in 2 0 0 2 , 2 of t h e S u n a n d 3 of t h e M o o n 
26.5.2002 Penumbral eclipse of the Moon 
(18:13 to 21:54) 
11.6.2002 Annular eclipse of the Sun 
(05:29 to 07:05) 
25:6.2002 Penumbral eclipse of the Moon 
(18:44 to 06:35) 
20.11.2002 Penumbral eclipse of the Moon 
4.12.2002 Total eclipse of the Sun 
^ PROGRAM- Sky SURFACE 
i fr^S •‘ ，一:,，.二I•一一‘知―“二：之：.f - V ‘‘ 
, ¾ ¾ 二 j:二 、’ 
• ⑷ 涂 ’ ： 孓 : ： : 4 : ¾ 
Full-Moon Theatre，Gourggoubes, Montpellier-Peter Rice ；：•：: ':i: ；'：-.；； . ;�. ! . : : : : : • :_� 
This project is about minimum intervention. The theatre is totally lit by the refleciton of moonlight 
through the panel surrounding. It takes 6.5 sq.m of panel size to light up 1 sq.m of the stage. The 2 
containers sank into the ground, displacing the soil and slowly rust. The 2 emerging prisms ultimately 
give a sort of flat sloping roof resting on a series of inclined planes. —一-:-., ：： 之人 
m ^ ^ . 丨 l i f l i i i 
.〜：� r . . ., ‘ ,-‘, � : ‘ • • . i ‘ , / � _ ' : � : 一 一 “‘ , •丨:i, .、‘一 ：‘ “广 ',二: ::: . •々  ‘ \ 二 • >..-
PI縐關鏹TSTUDY_P_圓 
j 1 1 1 “ “ -Ul-rm ‘ t � 
“ ‘ . w 一 ‘ .… '….一 "“1 ~… - - . . ； 
：：：。• • . . . . "\\ 
I 
>J 
r- \ j 
‘•• • ^ 
� J 
I 
TST East PokFuLam Tai O J 
“ s 
- • . M 
• • -
Urban business district Semi-urban district Rural district 
high pedistrian movement across the flat surface at the hillside, dramatic ample space for development 
site change in topography 
silence surrounding, not much 
provide adequate surface for pause in no obstacle in front, open the sky disturbance 
the fast moving citylife • . 
provide second place for therapy for 
patient in the hospital 
Qlare in the city make it difficult to flat surface is not as significant as the any development there will affect the 
observe the sky at night. other sites. Tai O resident villagelife 
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丨广--,.-.- I . :-1---. d ， 二 二 士 I . … ‘ 1 , h r -^LJ•丄I 丨如一 _^^ 一一-U 一—一 跏 imyij^L1 丨•丨1 I•丨•丨“丨丨 _••丨 
|| 1 
I . 
Logic in site analysis towards the design intent 
I : : - - . , � : . . . . 
Since the focus is on the analysis of the tilted/ untilted II 
relation with ground, so flatland along the hillside is ii, 
丨 selected. 
[i ' 
{j • .<- ”'1 ；： • • 
Orientation of the slope is towards the SW side, running 
( d o w n to the sea (Kong Sin Wan). No obstacles in front of 
the site. 
I . 
From the ground to sky, human body a s a media. The 
i 
level of site is selected 3t 3 mid-level of hill. 
There is a collection of underground steam and storm 
water around the site. It is beneficial to elaborate the 
relationship of human and water and ground underneath. 
There are Hospitals, Blind schools and Old age home 
surrounding the site. Users group can be widened to the 
patients and school children and the elderly. 
SITI SillOTlON -
‘ 恭 ^ ^ ” ： F . 二 SITE-TSTEAST 
II - pfeai 
: _ M ^^w NpF V 、V /—、\— - :‘• -s. 44J.。... ^nl... UVAUV •:);: \ \ 4H:: jAAAjjjj \\\ \ // jjA A -ihr.. v^/ ....- \ .•••jjA.j,--. kl jj uylo \ 
hnii) \ ^ ¢ # 1 . X 
il “ � , \ ,,:: \ • 
m m ^ ^ ^ 11 ii \ < y C ^ ， ( s - 丨 
1 
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� A • 
* .�..  iiis^^it --.、如厂广‘
:rw 
..• 'V ： • , r • •、嗓 * ^ $ > ff ‘. • ；' . * r - ， 
f ‘ • � ” rjfc 
•* r ‘ % i 
” SSK 幻 ； 
( … 
• ‘ Z’： ^ j � 
r .r 
‘ i 1 ^ f / 
/ ‘ - —� •� 多, mf 
‘ -, ,.. a' \ 
‘1 • ‘ -a .. "J--1"1 . , r - , i . I , —t^jpin inI inniiii^w^wwuiwwrjuiiyjfflmiiwwwww^^^^^^^aaaM^^^^ 
r ；•i^ v. ，•"”'"'�.’•• I 111 �. \ ‘ ::.1 ’ . � . . . � f � v • . � , � � H H H M f H M H i m ^ ^ ^ S l t ^ ^ l 
： ^ ， / - n � : : : . ： , — ？ ， : : : . ， ： ’ ； . _ 藝 _ 麵 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
. i r y 
[ , : . 赛 : . : 二 ^ ^ ^ 
_ ： 議 
l/Jl^ ^ -A . ” 
In the b ^ ^ j T h i s zonihg ^ L r ^ ^ f e Wlfi^iotal a ^ i | 之）：： | A 
-0：2 j ia 'af the junction of Victoria Road and Pok Fu 醒 M l 
^ L i m R o a t o i s reserved for the 二 q p ^ t a ^ ^ � _ , i , 
low-rise local-shopping centre compatiblefWith the x <�— � • | M | L A ^ i 
character of the area and also the surrounding I • ： l l f t l ； . 4 
environment. Apart from a supermarket, some v ' _ � i I 
commercial facilities such sa bank, retail shop, , , «:.，。"‘， | .., ^ ^ P P M ^ H J I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' j 
barber shop and restaurant will be permitted under - ：- ？:匪 j 
the zoning. So, it is necessary to carry out t^e • | 
amendment to c b ^ o W h ^dbfel factilites related � � \ :丨 //,r : I 
H B H E f f l H H I 
丨麵誦隱：丨藝 : : ： ： … 一 _ - ° T - — ‘ ~ ^ ： 
site section - dramatic change in topography provide opportu-
nity in treating the surface with the ground 
i 
.丨 . . 
p l i r 
1 
W . 爆 』 ' . 1 I . 3 : . 
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i U K I L L H U L t . H ^ C U H Q w. o . 即 / » . , ， ， ‘ MCMF S0L£TANCHE a _ (LAND INVESTIGATION) HOLE No. ^ 
i jUJuD JLAi lv i l£ j son,kfouNOAiiOMs3Pecf*uarx „_ r>A«re •• T ：V CONTRACT cc/87/oa OF C.E.S.d, QAT£ ？ronij^? :3.:^ 7 li PROJECT： , 
VTCTORIA POAD XMPROVCmTTS S:ACS ZX SHecT I Qp -. 
METHOD i CO-ORDINATES | ROCK COREBIT " : ！ E 霞 j 协 … MACHINE & NO. ! I HOLE DIA. o.oo«ri.bPt 
I i.ec&-?.ic< 瓜10 1 N m o ! o . ” , I . ( J W f c 
FLUSHING MEDIUM ’ I ORIENTATION GROU.NOLEVEL 1 1 
i¥ffP I 
H i UH v.； ?• - - .. , „：;:,； o ' o sedimentary breccia 
r i F r 二二 coarseashtuffjapi,iituff 
： ！ ； t L. ‘ -r-i vaicaau V : -:,‘ • ：-：；^.: •: ? : • : : . . : . 乙 • U " • . . , • � ^ ！ - I ^  E- S i M ^ i i E h i m 9 r a m t e b o u l d e r 
： ！ ！ ！ p ，：: ‘ •. •-••if . '•�乂 h /M — i ! N - . . � . . ‘ : : : � • , : . . ‘ • . ：j« j r^"-' - Y . 好 . . s e d i m e n t a r y breccia 
：^  •—— 1, EiiZi -： • . 
：.^ K' Z ： Sabangular cpsbU^ ！ ,?.，..、•：人 , I . ;；•"• ' v 
- 吊 4 .3m 
L ； : :…… ‘ r ~ • ‘ ；： ‘二： . 
This is the resu t of bore ho e in site invistigation-.- , . ‘ 
：. M t � I H "1 '1 .¾ . I j , � T t l 鋼 - sand+subangularcobbles 
itiof Pok Fu Lam. It helps in .extracting the soil •；耗雄辦陶：輪爛秘：阅 I ! ！ j叫 j I J j j • If ！• ' ! i J ‘ ！ . r information data in designing the addition and ^ 八 丨hi" I M M ！恥• T . 1 一 一 6 .2m 
,substraction of site. ！ _ , ! E 7 1 = = ¾ � ： � � 
[{"' j j j j i i^y] ； I‘2.中.io ‘：一化..�• f；' a"'',,''!--：/：; ’j： : f i j t ！ L, j h -v ”上 V^ fe-,- •：,； 
U j j j w ； 11 j Nl j ijici I t .…jU … “ ：： ‘�. .,';‘,••、，。•'/! 
； h ^ . s u L ^ ' T T " ： ~ • • � 一 � x : “ sand (yellow medium brown) 
；EromMel9taTcorurnIJtisfoundihatsojlfrom 0m. tot �� � 丨 +decomposed gravels 
！ I S.P.T. UNEH SAMPLE | STAf,DATO PENETRATION ； | - t ihWm 4 ^ ！ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
| ^ ^ ^ " G r a t i ^ r o c ^ a n d fro^2ra.tQ,i2.1 m 8.2m 
is Grade III rock which both very suitable in j ; t sand(light yellow brown) 
subtraction. Most of them are sedimentary rock ‘' , , , �，’ 9 1 m + d e c o m p o s e d 9 r a v e l s 
Retaining wall structure become necessary in moderate volcanic s e a m s 
dealing with the topography and the building, 
which lead to a special study in retaining-wall .* ‘• -..u • . . i l i ^ P 12 1m integration will be carried out. » n n n n H n n | ' 1 ,1 
POKFU LAM -san mMMm 
. 
！ 
• . . . " - • - • - * . 
1 Site Selection Summary 
t Action Criteria Merit in selecting Pok Fu Lam 
�^oi l content should favour underground work 15m below the ground also favour UG work 
"Barrier with obstacle to observe sky Free due south and west 
‘ � e c i a l andscape character Slope tendency steep-gentle-steep between +104 to +130 
； 0^cial n e e d Queen Mary Hospital, Elderly Home and Blind School nearby 
W a t e r source available A steam is found at hillside which is disconnected with downhill 
i k l SITE-POK FU LAM 






















 .^ rlinr- . It •:. .— - f—i—i i！; . . . I ―――――――^―m , D^ rllll - - - - - - • 181««« -. Ife 
j From the research studied before about the interpretation from 
architecture and dance the inter-relationship between human 
and ground earch, here we summarize into 4 points which lead 
to consolidate the design and the methodology. 
• 
Point of contact between human ground 
The Contact norma! focus on the surface between human foot 
and ground surface in architectural design, these contact 
should be extended to the whole surface of body and ground 
surface (no matter standing, lying down, sitting, lending). 
j霧. • . 
Media of contact between human ground 
^ s ^ s - ^ ^ J r e a t m e n t on Hard Surface material (concrete, timber deck, 
j ~: ^ ^ ^ ^ f e f e m S t e e 1 , g l a s s e t c ) a n d S o f t Surface material (water, air 
i ？®';； Walking is a rhythmatic contact with the ground. Jumping is 
contact more violently and frequently. Submerging in water 
' ^ S f f l m ^ ™ 1 provides continuous contact with the ground earth. 
I ‘ � I m p l i c a t i o n of Boundary 
‘ ‘ % Articulation of space defining, elements provides hints for 
j � ’ extension, guides the orientation and leaves memory for users. 
' 匕昀吋 & shadow changes with time of the day create variation 
for implication. 
:| . 、 , . ： J f r 
. . . . . . ‘ ‘ “ ^ ^li&^i ” 
k ^ DESIGN PROCESS • RiSERACH SUMMARY 
MITH Y - DESIGN PROCESS 
Anchorage of principle element 
into the Earth bed 
From the sunpath study, the last moment of 
sunset throughout the whole year is selected as 
the first design element wall. That imply the last 
limit of extension with respect to the time and 
universal pathway. 
The second element is' the reconnection of 
disconnected downstream direction. Flowing 
water is a connector media in the design, This 
direction will form with the interpentration of 
human circulation. 
The third element is the gravity of ground earth. 
The hierarchy is based on this dimension to 
consider. 
Hierarchy of activities reacts with 
height of datum. 
Hierarchy from public to private, from open to enclosed, 
from group treatment to most personal treatment. This 
relationship can be developed with the datum ground. 
： I n t e r p e n e t r a t i o n between Human 
� c i r c u l a t i o n and water journey 
忽 \ : 、 : : : 二 t o reinterpret the relationship of human-ground, water 
� ： 义 play an important role. So, the design will lead the 
�. \ visitors�journey with respect to the journey of water 
^ ^ n T ^ ^ ^ ^ '1 across the site. There will also be interpentration 
, � � � � � � � ^ � between hard surface (ground-earth) and the soft surface 
謹 _ _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! 
) """"‘ •.-‘. ： - ‘ •'-：•'-'• • -•^'•••'"：―• : 一 . ： : • ； . . •二一“•—.-,,.: ,..； 、 … . . “ . „ • . , . . 一 、 , 一 “ 
Region of Ground extended to create volume of envelope. 
Surface of Ground defining element. ... 
C � � T o t a l ADDITION = T o t a l S U B S T R A C T I O N 
J H - - A M3ximl2e the around surface within the region -RearTangamant of the Mass 
M . : ： � Total Addition Balanced with Total 
Duplication of floor indefinitely going upwards leads to 
the lose of hierarchy of height. In response to this 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ question, it is necessary to get a balance between the 
addition and subtraction in the design. The journey of 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o ^ ^ f f l E B ^ ^ p visitor and downstream is coming up and down 
r ； 1 " ； … , , , t h r o u g h o u t the site. 
^ DESIGN PROCESS • DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
r " ^ — ^ .. . v . 於 d � 妈 $ 
I! I! r . : , :.:• ：•： : • ？ ; ； V . '•‘.,;• • •• "•？ -,y,： V … 
|i . ；.. . � , 齡 保 先 访 ^ . , … 夂 趵 f ^ ^ : : : � 
I : . ： - - ： - - - - ^ 亀詹 
I • • mmm 
material exploration between organic extraction and inorganic p r o | ^ | | | , _ _ | | | ^ B l ! � 蒙 
| M m • 醒 A G E • 丨 咖 痛 卿 _ 
m M i 
1 1 
A collection of organic and inorganic ^ateriSpo expl^ the ’ ^HfTiiMl i n-1 
materiality between material itself and w a & h � : : : 巧 A S : � ： - j M B g j j f ^ 
The old palm wood show a rough texture and it absorb water “*1™888™ '^^^ShI 
very well, the root hair extend its ability to absorb water B ^ ' -
underground; � . ‘ ^ ^ ^ S H B 
The sheet of veneer got a smooth surface, with steamline .产‘ v-； '；― 
Profile, its shape make itself able to flow on water and move 
along with the water wave; 
pe ta / sheets itself create strong character of hard, reflective, 
independent with the nature, but once it got rust, it show its 
Weakness and trace of the past memory by the reaction with . ^ ] ^ r ^ 
r , ‘ ‘“ •'•••""，^ ^^ •^，.^ —^•…•^•！^^^“识以！‘-‘？厂“ •’ 
^tone block is monolithic enough that it can always seems to 
b e as an unity, it can also resists the strong attack from nature 
二 SAND/GROUNDFROMFA_OFF: WATERJEK’ DESIGN PROCESS - MATERIAL COLLAGE 
. -
1 : 1 - 1 
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^ DESIGN PROCESS - DESIGN SCHEMATICS 
El ^ m 
.- ^ J 
DESIGN SCHEMATICS-DEsieNPRoms 1 
I 
I ~ 一 — 
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Second Floor Plan 
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Special Study in conversion of stage platform into 
toPSfll^HIE^HI^H ！^^ “^““^，舊，..,'ovtorinr l i e down surface 
I H . The details of the performance stage in theatre consist of the 
^ ^ ^ ^ P J P ^ f l B B S ^ I H sandwich plywood-sand gap. It gives the boundy character of the 
^ ^ - - s t a g e . And the sandwich is support by a gird of structure. In order 
, ,':..’:? • i K 1 � . to convert it into surface suitable for exterior usage, a water-proof 
� 1 ¾ : , -. layer has to be added on top. It can also function as the retaining 
.. . ^ ^ - -^IbbBMB-. \ • wall property to prevent the sand undereath from falling down. 
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Compacted fill ' / / Insitu ground 
Much portion of the design is focus on the subtraction of the — — ； , / / 
ground earth, the connection between the grond earth and V \ H 崎彻， 
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detail of light well at the retaining wall, connec-
tion of light reflectors to the retaining wall 
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Comment on Final Presentation on 20/4/20 
the idea to retreat the human ground relationship 
from the point of view of dance is interesting; 
there is always risk of concept-architecture 
mismatch, in my case, the process of developmen 
can be seen and the architecture can response to 
the argument point; 
One comment from reviewer that she still can SE 
the building dance but I defense that the movemer 
is on the human experience and water flow, not thl 
building move itself. Just designing the building v.. 
streamline curve is not a solution in making it seer 
ance 
It is a discussion on how human re-explore himse 
by raising the consciousness with the ground eartl 
The relations is in all dimensions but not just only 
treatment of human ON a ground surface. 
I studied a lot of the precedent of different style 01 
dancers. It leads me to question the hierarchy of 
height with human. I NOT working a project of 
dance studio, performance theater, or health club. 
The programme-DMT emphasizes on the human 
retreat through the movement of their, bodies in 
space. I further extend it to the retreat in space, 0 
surface and in & out of water. 
September October November December Jariuar 
building up concept 
LitoroturG study 
interview/ workshop with dance group 
site searching, site analysis 
programme study 
schematic design schematic design 
prepare presentation 
thesis report part 1 
review and redevelop 
des 
, u """"I 
site model 
. 
• -� • ” •- • • 
.1: 
5/12/2001 
1 st term Review 
� 
‘ . - � 








prepare tinai presentation 
thesis report 
exhibition preparatio 
28/3/2002 20/4/2002 10/5-12/5 
last interna丨 review final review PP exhibition 
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An interview has be carried out with theGeneral Manager of City 
Contemporary Dance Company Mr. Kwong Wai Lap. Here is the 
summary of the conversion. I 
- a s life, not only as performance 
- s t a g e performance is only the means, the tools, not the utimate 
target 
- d a n c e is more of spiritual issue rather than recreation, 
V • . ltt 
entertainment < 
• - I . — Jfl 
' «... 
y - , . _ . . . . . •.…. � ' • + , . . • • *«•>•，..• ‘ ' :., • • I j| 
- C C D C aim at a comprehensive contact with citizens, with 
� 
’ education value, cultural value. Other than stage performance 
and dance course, they also launched numerous workshops 
inviting citizens to understand more about dancing. 
-From AUDIENCE BUILDING to COMMUNITY NETWORK 
audience building aims at enlarging the audience pools to 
increase the income which is a bit short-sighting. While 
community network is to educate different age groups, 
background of peoples so that they can help promoting dance in 
the society. 
. 
- m o r e experiment theatre is necessary rather than grand theatre. 
mimii' INTERVIEW WITH CCDC • ^ — — 一 ； 
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